
 

 

NewsBigMovementEA 

 

I Don’t Care 

Is the market moving up or down? I don’t care. Do you know why? It’s because I've 

got the trick and strategy of making endless money time after time. Either you are a 

beginner, advanced trader, or professional all I need is just some minutes to show 

you a brand new strategy that makes money whatever the market does - without 

the use of complicated and lagging technical indicators. 

 



 

 

What Traders Think! 

Most Forex traders and investors trade based on technical analysis using a handful 

of indicators they think clarifies market trends for them. They spend hours 

researching every indicator, taking in way too much data trying to discern what the 

market will do next. It isn't pretty, and it doesn't work well for most traders. Only 

the best of the best can make it work with technical analysis! And, it's boring, 

tedious work. Worse yet - about 95% of traders fail to make any money using 

technical analysis. 

What You Need To Know! 

Within minutes of a planned economic announcement, a currency pair could gain or 

lose one hundred pips almost instantly. In fact, research has proved that news 

announcements can cause a currency to gain or lose anywhere from 20 to 300 pips, 

all within a few minutes. 
 

The best thing about this is that since the day and time of the news releases are 

published in advance, I can pick exactly when to sit down in front of my computer to 

make my trades, and make the most money in the shortest amount of time possible, 

without knowing a thing about technical analysis. This was a huge discovery for me 

and for you too now that you know about it.
  

The technique of news trading is very simple. After big news releases, market prices 

will fluctuate, either for the better or worse, depending on the announcement. For 

example, if the U. S. government announces the unemployment rate has gone down 

faster than expected by Analysts, many traders might invest in U.S. dollar because 

they expect its value will go up relative to other currencies. 
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If a news trader is able to act quickly enough and get in the market in the right 

direction, even the smallest news release can be turned into a potential profit of 

thousands of dollars.
 

My SOLUTION
 

But I found a way to virtually eliminate these risks by placing 2
 
pending orders -

 

with either one being the one to make money, depending on what direction the 

market moves. I hedge my bets 
 
-

 
placing both a buy and a sell pending order above 

and below the current price, and doing it right before the news release hits the streets. 

Why?
 

This way, our pending orders have our bases covered: if the market goes up or if the 

market goes down -
 
there's a pending order there to "catch the wave". 

 

One Second or within Microseconds
 
before the actual release of the news you set 

your pending orders, I mean both sell stop and buy stop probably with your take 

profit and stop loss. Notice that before
 
the actual release of the news, the market 

will be silent waiting for what will happen.
 

But you might think you have won.
 

 
Not yet,

 
Why?

 
Some brokers are waiting for you to FAIL

 

During key news releases, broker spreads
 
can widen up and eat into your profits. 

While everyone else is "rolling the dice “and gambling on which direction a currency 

will go after a news release hits the streets, completely unsure of when to pull the 

trigger, and in which direction to trade, you will be armed to maximally exploit that 

short period of time when the market moves the most!
 

 

Since these are "pending orders" they are orders that will not be executed until
 
the 

price reaches a level selected by you. 
 



 

 

And "straddle", once the market movement triggers a pending order to be taken in 

(accepted). And you make sure you delete the other pending order immediately. 

In a week, you could be in money depending on your lot size because of the news 

releases that are coming out nearly every day. And each of these represents a trade 

opportunity. 

You might be wondering at this point - do all news releases result in huge gains? No, 

because sometimes the news data actually matches analyst’s expectations, so it 

doesn't cause any 'Spike' in the market. But enough of news releases would be 

available monthly which would make you HUGE money every month. 

 



 

 

check if the time on the website corresponds with your own time on 

your PC, if not, change it by doing this: 

 

 

http://www.forexfactory.com/


 

 

 
The High impact news are the very deep red boxes under the impact menu. So 

trade only the high impact news. I have given you the news to trade: 

Employment change AUDUSD etc above

This is where NewsBigMovementComes In: 

Copy the NewsBigMovement EA into your expert folder 

Then restart your Mt4 and once attached to your chart you will see this: 



 

 

 

Magic No:
 
Magic no to track orders open by the EA

 

BuyLots: Pending Lotsize, you want to use
 
for buy pending

 

Buy_SL:
 
Buy

 
Pending Order Stop Loss

 

Buy_TP:
 
Buy

 
Pending Order Take Profit

 

Buy_PriceOffset:
 
Distance from current market price to where Buy stop will be set.

 

SellLots:
 
Pending Lotsize, you want to use

 
for sell pending

 

Sell_SL:
 
Sell

 
Pending Order Stop Loss

 

Sell_TP: Sell
 
Pending Order Take Profit

 

Sell_PriceOffset:
 
Distance from current market price to where Sell

 
stop will be set.

 

Other features to
 
help you manage your trade

 
even while market is moving 

fast.
 



 

 

Remove_Opposit_Order: If set to TRUE, it means if any of the Pending Stop get 

activated it will
 

delete the other pending order
 

immideiately
 

Use_Trailing_Stop: if set to True: will use the input you inserted into:
 

TrailingStop, TrailingGap and NewTakeProfit to manage the trades.
 

Use_PartialClose:
 

If set to True it will manager your Orders based on lotsize. 

Example: if original
 

opened
 

order is
 

with 0.4 lots and set parameter Leave Lots
 

to 0.2 

then at PartialStop this will close 0.2 lots and leave
 

0.2 lots still open. This feature
 

checks for minimal lots value allowed by your broker. 
  

Use_Breakeven: If set to TRUE. It will set your stoploss of the triggered pending 

order
 

into entry price
 

once price moves
 

postively
 

with the number
 

you set in
 

BreakEvenStop.
 

Note: You can use all this features together…{TrailingStop,PartialClose and BreakEven}
 

 

THIS IS VERY SIMPLE: Use the following that I recommend.  



 

 

 

Note: You can also try your settings… 

So when it is 10 seconds to news time just press ok and you will see this on your chart! 
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And just wait for news to spike and see the EA do the rest for you.  

You can attach it on any timeframe, but I prefer 1 minute or 5 minute 

time frame.. 

After few seconds, if the pending does not trigger…Just delete it. 

WHAT I RECOMMEND 

This strategy works, I know you too can reason along with me this is not a lie. It 

works! 

IF you want to use this strategy, Find a broker with a FIXED SPREAD and that will 

allow you withdraw your money and that won’t give you some dumb rule after 

you’ve made profit or find a broker with REPUTETION and they don’t lie during 

news.. You can’t know that broker until you find it. So that’s my suggestion.  

Contact me here if any problem: 

https://fxloaded.com/product/newsbigmovement-ea-double-your-

account-in-a-single-day/ 
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